








“My trip” tells of a journey, inside and outside myself, of experi-
ences and blessings crossing my Mother earth, Africa, and Italy. 
I met the ghanaian artist Kizito Amartey whose work “Eyes of 
Nature” inspired me for this collection.  The painting expresses 
the strength of Nature, the eyes of the animals juggled each 
other demonstrate that united we are stronger, never as in 
this period this message can be more true. Then there is Italy, 
a country with its Christian roots that are mixed with my deep 
ones.  My trip to Rome, I had a special meeting with a group of 
nuns, from whom I was blessed, which is always in my mind, and 
still today I carry their teachings inside me. “My trip” is the 
desire to break the barriers without abandoning my own roots 
and essence, it represents the new through the colors against 
the schemes of the past, without trampling it, but harmonious-
ly joining, and amalgamating, like the brushstrokes of a paint-
ing, two worlds, the most classic and the most whimsical in 
a single artwork. It suggests the drive to go beyond the known 
for the unknown, the woman becomes a man and the man be-
comes a woman, in garments that leave freedom of expression. 
The photos were  inspired by Richard Avedon way of shooting in 
movement.

MY TRIP



Full canvas wool      
jacket for women in 
high texture 
embroidery pattern 
in white mixed with 
silver thread, classic 
long sleeves shirt 
beneath with wool 
pants for a modern 
office wear which is 
worn with character 
in ease of 
comfortability.



 HIGH TEXTURED EMBROIDERY,  100% WOOL



This look is inspired by the 
contemporary military uni-
form with very big pocket, 
one in wool, one leather and 
embryoid high textured wool 
bomber. The collar is in leath-
er lined with real 100% 
sustainable african    wax   
inside  to make the bomber 
gives more warm. Beneath 
is body suit with elongated 
sleeves in jersey cotton with 
purple print. The bomber gives 
the H silhouette with the use 
of leather rope drawstring at 
the waist and also on the cuff. 
Black jacquard textured fou-
lard in fluo borders makes the 
look elegant.



Inspired by 
military with 
a barret hat, 
body suit 
elongated 
sleeve,  
beneath 
sustainable
 leather  pleat  
skirt and  
half-shirt in 
patch work
elongated   
sleeve  with 
drawstring   
on the   
sleeves to 
any  length 
for all body 



SUSTAINABLE AFRICAN WAX, 100% COTTON





Printed shirt in 100% 
cotton popeline, on top 
we have full canvas her-
ringbone wool jacket in 
three button. The coat  
textured in wool laser 
cut pied de poule, with 
sustainable   lining  made 
with real 100% wax 
cotton. Giving a 
casualness and ease look 
combined with 
refinement beauty bring 
harmonious feeling.









 ARTWORK PRINT ON JERSEY



ARTWORK PRINT ON NYLON



Full canvas gilet pied 
de poule in 100% 
w o o l , a c c e n t u a t e d 
with the belt in elastic 
and 100% reuse wax 
cotton. The lining of 
the gilet in ‘‘fleur de 
marriage’’ is 100% wax 
cotton. The body suit 
in jersey  with elon-
gated sleeves,  print in 
fluo, gives an easy 
effortless look. 





SUSTAINABLE AFRICAN WAX, 100% COTTON



SUSTAINABLE AFRICAN WAX, 100% COTTON



Coat dress in wool outline with 
fluo seams leading the eyes to 
a strong look with sharp 
shoulders and pullout pleat 
from the side seams and the 
back with african wax in rich 
vibrant colours. The sleeves 
of the coat dress has the fold 
over cuff. Inspiring from the 
military look for women. 
African wax  used for the lin-
ing  depicts the strength of the 
wearer. The bag is made with a 
reuse real leather in the back 
and  wax for the front with 
 accessories in nickel.





Cocoon sweater in neon wool with a drawstring 
on the front across in the bust to the cuff with 
a leather rope. On the ciggarette pant in black 
wool, on top a long shirt in 50% silk and 50% 
cotton in fluo print giving the O silhouette.





 ARTWORK ON 100% POPELINE  











Long double-breasted vest in herringbone 90% 
wool and 10% cashmere, lined in original 100% 
cotton wax. Hat inspired by the Christian abbess 
nuns, lined in two different colors of wax, you can 
wear it on both sides.





SUSTAINABLE AFRICAN WAX, 100% COTTON





JACQUARD WOOL PONCHO, GRAY SCALE VERSION







ARTWORK  PRINT ON PVC





D o u b l e - b r e a s t e d 
trench in 100% cot-
ton canvas front part, 
back in anti-rain 
nylon, eco-friendly 
print in yellow fluo.
Detail fluo yellow 
stitching  with nylon 
thread n.30 along 
the ends of the gar-
ment, black rubber-
ized opaque buttons, 
100% original wax 
lining. This outfit, like 
the cocoon, takes up 
the O 
silhouette.









    OUR SUSTAINABLE PROCESS SCHEME
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